The throughput of DNA sequencing continues to increase, allowing researchers 25 to analyze genomes of interest at greater depths. An unintended consequence of this 26 data deluge is the increased cost of analyzing these datasets. As a result, genome and 27 metagenome annotation pipelines are left with a few options: (i) search against smaller 28 reference databases, (ii) use faster, but less sensitive, algorithms to assess sequence 29 similarities, or (iii) invest in computing hardware specifically designed to improve BLAST 30 searches such as GPGPU systems and/or large CPU-rich clusters. 31
47
Advancements in DNA sequencing continue to have a profound impact in biology 48 and has revitalize the field of genomics. The cost of DNA sequencing has fallen 49 dramatically over the last 10 years and the throughput has increased at a rate that has 50 greatly exceeded Moore's law [1] ; Gordon Moore's axiom which has accurately 51 predicted the rate of advancement for computational hardware over the last forty years. 52
Not only are the size of sequencing datasets increasing (e.g. a dual S4 flow cell run on 53 the NovaSeq 6000 System generates up to six tera base pairs per run), but large 54 reference databases (e.g. RefSeq, UniRef) are doubling in size every two years. At its 55 current rate, by the year 2024, UniRef100 may contain over one billion peptide 56 sequences that total nearly half a trillion amino acids. 57
The CPU requirements of homology searches against large reference databases 58 are the primary computational constraint in genome and metagenome annotation 59 pipelines. The Smith-Waterman algorithm [2] was among the first algorithms capable of 60 searching for homology between two sequences. Smith-Waterman is guaranteed to 61 produce the optimal local alignment of any two sequences, but it is far too slow, even 62 when searching a small set of experimental sequences against a small-to medium-63 sized set of known reference sequences. Heuristic algorithms such as FASTA [3] and 64
BLAST [4] were designed to improve the speed of sequence alignment, and are 65 capable of producing optimal and near-optimal alignments in a fraction of the time when 66 compared to Smith-Waterman. However, the improvements in running time for BLAST 67 have not stood up to the accelerated growth of experimental (query) and known 68 (reference) sequence data driven by next-generation sequencing [5] . Genome and 69 representative and the sequence's ID. This lookup file is crucial as it is used to create 116 the list of the subject sequences to be searched against in the second BLASTp. For 117 example, if subject sequence 'A' is hit in the first search and subject sequence 'A' is the 118 representative sequence for sequences 'B', 'C', and 'D', then the lookup file will indicate 119 that sequences 'A', 'B', 'C', and 'D' will be included in the list of restricted subject 120 sequences for the second search against the pre-clustered database. 121
Two scripts have been written to build RUBBLE databases from either a custom 122 database (build_custom_rubble_database.sh -requires CD-HIT [13]) or from 123
UniRef100 [10] (build_uniref_rubble_databases.pl). Building a RUBBLE 124
database from UniRef100 is especially easy because UniProt releases an additional 125 instance of UniRef that is clustered at 50% identity (UniRef50). This saves a great deal 126 of time as it bypasses the need to cluster the database. 127
Both the clustered and pre-clustered reference BLAST databases are then built 128 using makeblastdb. In order to permit the passing of a restriction list to the second 129 search the pre-clustered database needs to be built with the -parse_seqids option. 130 Doing so will cause makeblastdb to create not only the usual '.phr', '.pin', and '.psq' 131 files, but also '.pog', '.psd', and '.psi' files, which increases the cumulative file size of the 132
database. 133 134

Protein Homology Search with RUBBLE 135
The RUBBLE protein homology search pipeline can be broadly divided into three 136 steps: (i) the initial homology search against a clustered subject database (Fig. 1 , part 137 B1); (ii) the extraction of query sequences with a hit in the first search and the creation 138 of a list of subject sequences to search against for the second homology search (Fig.1,  139 part B2); and finally (iii) the second (restricted) homology search of queries with a match 140 in the first search against subject belonging to clusters with a match in the first search 141 (Fig. 1, part B3) . 142 RUBBLE performs an initial homology search of all query sequences against the 143 clustered reference database (composed of cluster representative sequences) using 144
BLASTp-fast (blastp with option -task blastp-fast, a feature available since 145 BLAST+ 2.2.30) [11] . This initial search is very fast, as the clustered database should 146 be much smaller than the pre-clustered database (e.g. UniRef50 is 20% the size of 147 UniRef100 as of April 2017). The initial search yields High-scoring Segment Pairs 148 (HSPs) and generates a list of query sequences with a match and a list of cluster 149 representative sequences that were hit by a query. 150 RUBBLE will then create two files for the second, restricted, search. A restricted 151 query file is created by extracting the header information and sequences of the query 152 sequences with a hit in the first homology search from the original query FASTA file. 153 RUBBLE also identifies the subset of sequences from the pre-clustered database to be 154 searched against in the second homology search. Every subject sequence from the 155 initial homology search that is included in an HSP is a cluster representative sequence. 156 RUBBLE will take the list of subject sequences with a hit from the BLASTp-fast search, 157 use the cluster membership lookup file, and expand this list to include all member 158 sequences from each cluster that had a hit. Specifically, assume subject sequence 'A' 159 is hit and subject sequence 'E' is not hit in the first search against the clustered 160 database. The cluster membership lookup file indicates that subject sequence 'A' is the 161 representative sequence for the cluster containing subject sequences 'B', 'C', and 'D' 162 and that subject sequence 'E' is the representative sequence for the cluster containing 163 subject sequence 'E', 'F', and 'G'. Because 'A' was hit in the first search, but 'E' was 164 not, only 'A', 'B', 'C', and 'D' will be included in the restricted subject sequences list for 165 the second search against the pre-clustered database (Fig. 1, part B3) . 166 RUBBLE then performs a BLASTp homology search of the restricted query list 167 against the pre-clustered reference database with the restricted subject sequences list 168 (using option -seqidlist). By using this restriction list the RUBBLE pipeline is able to 169 reduce the number of subject sequences searched against in the database by 80% to 170
95%. 171 172
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 173
The research and development of RUBBLE was the result of a necessity to Because of this, a stricter set of criteria may be used when comparing RUBBLE and 204
BLASTp-fast with standard BLASTp. Thus, a true positive match between a RUBBLE 205 or BLASTp-fast HSP and a standard BLASTp HSP required a "strict" match in that all of 206 the information match exactly, i.e. all twelve fields in a standard tabular BLAST output 207 (-outfmt 6) must match exactly, specifically: qseqid, sseqid, pident, length, 208 mismatch, gapopen, qstart, qend, sstart, send, evalue, bitscore. 209 RUBBLE was able to achieve higher sensitivity (recall: the ability to find all true 210 positives) than BLASTp-fast in each of the six trials performed (Additional File 1). The 211 recall rate for RUBBLE remained stable even when fewer query sequences had a hit to 212 the database, while the recall rate for BLASTp-fast consistently fell when fewer query 213 sequences had hits (e.g. only 10% of SERC ORFs match to Swiss-Prot, RUBBLE recall 214 = 0.95; BLASTp-fast recall = 0.61). The specificity rates (precision: the ability to find 215 true negatives) were consistently high for both RUBBLE and BLASTp-fast, implying 216 neither tool reported many HSPs not identified by BLASTp. 217
To better understand the performance of RUBBLE and BLASTp-fast based on 218
HSPs identified at various levels of significance, recall rates for each query's 50 most 219 significant BLASTp HSPs were calculated for the SERC dataset against the three tested 220 reference databases (UniRef, Swiss-Prot, and MgOl) (Fig. 2) . Among the top 50 221
BLASTp HSPs, RUBBLE attained consistently high recall rates (mean recall = 0.97). 222 RUBBLE actually achieved higher recall rates as HSP rankings increased (became less 223 significant). In contrast BLASTp-fast had mean recall rates of 0.77 with lower recall 224 rates as HSP ranks increased. found Query A hit Subject B at 100% identity, and LAST found Query A hit Subject B at 235 90% identity, then this would still be considered a valid "relaxed" match despite the 236 discrepancy between percent identities. 237
With relaxed matching criteria, RUBBLE still outperformed BLASTp-fast in terms 238 of recall and outperformed the BLAT, DIAMOND and LAST by even wider margins 239 (Table 1) . In every trial, RUBBLE was able to produce a set of HSP results more similar 240
to BLASTp than other tools tested (Fig. 3) despite differences in subject database size 241 and number of query sequences with a hit. 242
Additionally, the HSPs that were missed by RUBBLE were often of lesser 243 significance in terms of E value than the other programs tested (i.e., RUBBLE rarely 244 missed HSPs that were more significant) (Fig. 4) . As E value is calculated based on 245 database size it is only possible to estimate this value, by using a large database (e.g. 246 UniRef100), thus the estimates shown in Fig. 4 are all fairly conservative (i.e. likely 247 higher/less significant than one would expect against smaller databases). 248
All of the BLASTp-like tools required less CPU time compared BLASTp ("time 249 reduction" field in Table 1 ). Both RUBBLE and BLASTp-fast ran approximately 12 times 250 faster than BLASTp. For RUBBLE the speed-up ranged from 6 to 20 times faster than 251
BLASTp (Additional Files 1 and 2). BLAT ran approximately 170 times faster than 252
BLASTp (range = 141-250), DIAMOND ran approximately 2,000 times faster (range = 253 1,400-3,000), and LAST ran approximately 35,000 times faster (range = 6,000-68,000). 
Availability of data and material 294
The query sequences used in this analysis were predicted peptide ORFs (open reading 295 frames) from viral shotgun metagenomes (viromes). The SERC virome sampled 296 aquatic viruses from the Chesapeake Bay and was sequenced using Illumina Hi-Seq 297 producing ca. 77 million paired reads and are available on the NCBI Sequence Read 298 Archive (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) accession number: SRR4293227. As this 299 analysis required many BLASTp searches against large databases it was decided that a 300 smaller subset of the whole SERC dataset would be used for analysis. A random 10% 301 of reads were pulled from the whole data set using a Perl parser 302 (https://github.com/dnasko/rubble/blob/master/manuscript/sampler.pl). These reads 303
were merged using FLASh [22] ver. 1.2.6 and assembled with SPAdes [23] ver. 3.6.2 304 (using "only assembler"). ORF's were predicted from each contig using Metagene 305
Annotator [24] . 306
The second query dataset used in this analysis, SF2, was a soil virome collected 307 from free viruses at the Kellogg Biological Station (University of Michigan, Hickory 308
Corners, Michigan) and sequenced using 454 FLX Titanium, producing ca. 1 million 309 reads. These reads were filtered for artificial duplicates using CD-HIT-454 [25] and 310 assembled using SPAdes (using "only assembler"). Again, ORF's were predicted using 311
Metagene Annotator. 312
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